
Brains in Gear:

1) Complete the vocabulary audit and stick it in the front of your book, 
2) In the back of your book answer these questions

a) What are the most famous empires throughout history?
b) What features do you think all empires have in common?
c) What do you know about the British Empire?

KEY WORD A B C D

Chronology

Misconception

Vocabulary Audit – British Empire

Tick the box for each word that best represents your knowledge and understanding of it:

A) I have never seen this word before
B) I have heard and seen it, but I’m not sure what it means
C) I know the word and sometimes use it
D) I can understand this word totally and feel comfortable explaining it to others
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Learning Outcomes:

By the end of this lesson you will:

- Describe the history of the First and Second 
British Empires

- Assess reasons why Britain wanted an Empire

Fundamental British Values: 
Democracy

Today’s Title:

Key Words:

Colony =  An area of land in one 
country occupied and controlled 
by people from another country.

Independent = free from outside 
control. 

Is it 
necessary to 

teach the 
bad things 

our country 
has done?

What was the 
British Empire

How did Britain gain an 
empire?

This lesson:

Next lesson:

Becoming England

Previous lesson:



What was the British Empire?
The British Empire was the lands, people and 
companies that were ruled over by the United 
Kingdom. 

Today we are going to investigate where this empire 
came from and the reasons behind its formation. 

Your Task: 

Use the information sheets to fill out your table 
with details about the history of the British Empire.

CHALLENGE:

Reduce the key features for each phase of the 
British Empire to one sentence. 



Phase Period Where in the world? Key features

Medieval Origins From:

To:

First British Empire From:

To:

Second British
Empire 
(Before World War 1)

From:

To:

Second British
Empire 
(After World War 1)

From:

To:



Why did Britain want an Empire?

What reasons can you 
think of why the British 
government and people 
would want to build an 

empire?



Why did Britain want an Empire?

Card Sort:

• Sort the reasons why the British wanted an 
Empire into different categories: economic, 
power, social and military.

• Prioritise the reasons into a ‘diamond nine’.  
There are 12 reasons so three must be filtered 
out.  Justify your top choice! 

CHALLENGE TASK

• Summarise the key point of each card by writing a 
heading at the top

• Draw lines on your diamond 9 that show how 
different reasons are linked



Start the discussion:
• I believe that ___ because...
• In my opinion ___ because...
• One argument may be that ___ because...
• I’d like to make the point that…

Agree:
• I support your point that ___ because of…
• Your opinion is reasonable because...
• I agree with your statement because...
• Your argument is a valid one because...

Build:
• Building on what... said...
• In addition to ...’s statement...
• I agree with your point, but should add that…
• Your argument is a good one, however it needs...

Challenge:
• This opinion could be questioned because…
• My own view is contrasting with yours because...
• I would like to challenge your argument because...
• I disagree with your statement for a number of reasons...

What was the biggest reason why Britain wanted to 
build an Empire?





To beat other European countries.
To gain more land than the other European 

powers (e.g. France and Belgium). This 
would prevent them from becoming more 

powerful than Britain.  It resulted in a 
‘Scramble for Africa’

To spread the Christian faith.
Some felt that by taking the Christian 

religion to other countries that this would 
make them into better human beings and 
help them to become gentlemen/women.  
They wanted to spread the word of the 

gospel.

To protect trade.
Companies such as the East India Company 
took control of land in India and became 

rulers.  They did this to protect their 
businesses and their resources.  This 

sometimes involved using weapons to gain 
control.

To develop their societies.
Some argued countries should become part 

of the British Empire so that they could have 
British ways of life. For example: language, 
education, building design, law and order 

and medicine.

To improve education.
Some argued that having an Empire would 

help to develop colonial societies by building 
schools, libraries and universities. They said 

this would create educated people who 
could improve their own communities and 

set up businesses.

To provide a market for finished goods.
Raw materials from colonies were used to 
make goods back in British factories (e.g. 
raw cotton).  They would then sell these 

finished goods (e.g. textiles) for profit back 
to the colonial countries.

To increase British status.
To become the most important power in the 

world: a ‘Great Power’.

To ‘civilise’ natives.
Some British people were fundamentally 

racist and thought that other countries were 
inferior and that therefore as a ‘superior’ 

nation Britain should rule them.  Some 
argued that the Empire was necessary to 

stop them from being ‘savages’.

To provide raw materials.
Raw materials from the Empire could support 

the Industrial Revolution at home.  For 
example, Africa had many resources such as 
gold, diamonds and cotton; India had tea, 
spices and coffee; Canada had gold, wood 

and fish.

To develop their economies.
Many argued that being part of the Empire 
helped countries to sell and trade more, 
improved their industry and farming; and 

brought them British inventions to improve 
their economies further.

To stop wars.
British rule was introduced to ensure peace 

and order. For example, in India 
colonialsation was said to prevent the Rajahs 

(princes) from fighting each other.  War 
could be bad for trade!

To control more people.
Each country that formed the Empire had 
population that you could then rule over.  

This population could then either be used as 
workers or even form part of your armed 

forces.
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Medieval Origins – 1066 AD – 1497 AD

• In the Medieval period England controlled Wales, Ireland and large amounts of France. Most of 
this period was focused on wars to control these areas. 

• We don’t call this an “Empire” because the rulers of England saw this land as one large country. 

• However, it does show that Medieval English kings and queens wanted to expand their control and 
gain new land.

• By the time of Queen Elizabeth I, England had lost control of most of their land abroad. France had 
become too strong for England to fight. England’s main focus now was its rivalry with Spain. 

• North and South America had recently been discovered and the Spanish had been very successful 
at expanding their control over this new land. 

• Queen Elizabeth realised how rich this was making Spain and demanded that English sailors begin 
exploring and investigating America, in order to stop Spain from gaining total control. 



The First British Empire – 1497 AD -1775 AD
• Queen Elizabeth and her advisors were the first people to use the term “British Empire”. They 

dreamed of a powerful England that controlled many countries.

• In 1603 Elizabeth died and her cousin, the Scottish king James VI, became king of both England 
and Scotland. He made peace with Spain and turned his attention towards the settlement of 
America. 

• Most of the colonisation efforts were focused on the Caribbean and what is now America and 
Canada. These new colonies heavily depended on slaves which were transported from Africa. 

• In 1707 England and Scotland joined together and formally became the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain.

• By 1752 the British had controlled a huge amount of the east coast of America and Canada and 
hundreds of thousands of British immigrants were swelling into newly founded cities. 

• The British also began to look towards India. The French were trying to establish control here, 
which threatened the British ability to trade and make money. The British fought off the French 
and took control of important areas on the east coast of India. 

• In 1775 the British immigrants in America rebelled against English rule. They wanted to become 
their own country. A large war broke out between the Americans and the British and to 
everybody’s surprise the Americans won. 

• Although Britain still controlled Canada, they no longer had any control over America. The British 
government was still eager to gain more power, and began to turn its attention to other areas of 
the world.



The Second British Empire (until WW1) 1775 AD – 1919 AD

• After the American Revolution the British focused their attention much more on Africa and Asia. 

• In 1787 the first shipment of criminals from Britain to Australia took place.

• In 1839 Britain fought a war with China in order to force the Chinese government to allow British 
traders to sell illegal drugs to Chinese citizens.  

• In 1857 the British formally declared itself the ruler of India, Queen Victoria took the title 
“Empress of India. 

• The “Scramble of Africa” took place between 1881-1914. Many European countries competed for 
land in Africa. Britain controlled land from Cairo in the north of Africa to Cape Town in the south.  

• Between 1815-1914, 10 million square miles of land and 400 million people were added to the 
British Empire. 

• The people who lived in England saw Britain as the brilliant “Mother Country” of a worldwide 
empire which covered over a fifth of the entire land mass of the world. 

• Britain saw itself as the “ruler of the waves” – songs like “Rule Britannia” and “Land of Hope and 
Glory” show attitudes during this time. 

• The British attitude was that they were bringing peace and Christianity to poor, deprived 
countries. They thought that what they were doing was the morally correct thing to do.

• However, many of the people who were brutally ruled over by the British and who experienced 
extreme inequality and oppression did not share this view. 



The Second British Empire (after WW1) – 1919 AD – 1997 AD

• After World War 1 it became more and more difficult for Britain to hold on to its empire. It 
became clear that:

• Britain couldn’t afford to run its empire.
• It was becoming difficult to explain why Britain should rule over people who did not want to 

be ruled by Britain
• The Royal Navy was no longer strong enough to protect the whole empire all over the world.

• The period between 1919-1997 is mostly seen as one of decline, as the British empire gradually 
fell apart and various countries became independent. 

• Ireland rebelled in 1919 and by 1921 most of the country became independent. 

• Indians rebelled following a massacre of peaceful protesters in 1919. The anti-British movement 
grew and in 1930 Ghandi led massive protests against British rule. Britain began to pull back from 
India and in 1947 India and Pakistan also became independent. 

• In Africa, many Africans who had fought for Britain in World War 1 felt like they deserved their 
freedom. These pressures grew and between 1950-1980 Britain lost control of their Africa lands.

• Countries where white British immigrants had completely taken over the local populations, like 
Canada, Australia and New Zealand gradually became their own independent nations. 

• The British empire continued on as a group of lots of small islands and colonies. In 1997 Britain 
gave the Chinese city of Hong Kong back to the Chinese government. This is seen as the official 
end of the British Empire. 
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